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Connections

What we do:

I Matrix computations
I Fast transforms
I Model reduction
I Physical simulations
I Network modeling

Who we talk to:

I Graphics and vision
I Machine learning
I Computer systems
I Engineering
I Physical sciences



Example: Radio-Frequency MEMS

Microguitars from Cornell University (1997 and 2003)

I MHz-GHz mechanical resonators
I Impact: smaller, lower-power cell phones
I Also useful for sensors (inertial, chemical)
I ... and really high-pitch guitars



Modeling a Ringing Disk

Cutaway schematic (left) and SEM picture (right) of a micromachined disk resonator.  Through modulated 
electrostatic attraction between a disk and a surrounding ring of electrodes, the disk is driven into 
mechanical resonance.  Because the disk is anchored to a silicon wafer, energy leaks from the disk to the 
substrate, where radiates away as elastic waves.  To study this energy loss, David Bindel has constructed 
finite element models in which the substrate is modeled by a perfectly matched absorbing layer.  Resonance 
poles are approximated by eigenvalues of a large, sparse complex-symmetric matrix pencil.  For more 
details, see D. S. Bindel and S. Govindjee, "Anchor Loss Simulation in Resonators," International Journal for 
Numerical Methods in Engineering, vol 64, issue 6.  Resonator micrograph courtesy of Emmanuel Quévy.
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I At what frequencies does this vibrate?
I How quickly is the ringing damped?
I What about errors (in numerics or fabrication)?
I How do we answer these questions fast?



Example: Network Tomography

Measure few paths between n hosts in network to infer
I Path properties
I Link properties
I Network topology?



Network Tomography as Linear Algebra

I Example path properties: latency, loss rate, jitter
I Relate path properties yij to link property xl :

yij =
∑

l∈path

xl =
∑

l

gijlxl

where gijl indicates if link l is used on path i → j .
I Write in matrix form (one path per row): y = Gx



Path Dependencies and Matrix Structure
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(Ai → Bi) + (A1 → B1) = (A1 → Bi) + (Ai → B1)

I Many linear dependencies among paths!
I k := rank(G)� n2

I Ex: Measure only k paths to infer properties for all paths



Tensor Computations

What is a tensor? Think of it as a higher dimensional matrix.

A fourth-order tensor...

A = A(1 :n1, 1 :n2, 1 :n3, 1 :n4)

They are typically very large data objects...

N = n1 · n2 · n3 · · · nd



Why?

Make it possible for scientists to extract information from
high-dimensional datasets that arise from modeling...

A(i , j , k , `) =
a measurement that results by setting
the value of four independent variables

or discretization...

A(i , j , k , `) = f (wi , xj , yk , z`)



How?

A tensor
A = A(1 :4, 1 :3, 1 :n3, 1 :n4)

can be “flattened” into a block matrix:

A =


A(1, 1, :, :) A(1, 2, :, :) A(1, 3, :, :)

A(2, 1, :, :) A(2, 2, :, :) A(2, 3, :, :)

A(3, 1, :, :) A(3, 2, :, :) A(3, 3, :, :)

A(4, 1, :, :) A(4, 2, :, :) A(4, 3, :, :)



Methodology: Extract information from A using “classical”
matrix computations. Then draw conclusions about tensor A.



Focus: Low Rank Approximation

Given: A(1 :n, 1 :n, 1 :n, 1 :n, 1 :n, 1 :n).

Find: n-by-n matrices B1, . . . , Bp, C1, . . . , Cp, and D1, . . . , Dp so
that

A(i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6) ≈
p∑

s=1

Bs(i1, i2)Cs(i3, i4)Ds(i5, i6)

Approximating an O(n6) data object with 3pn2 numbers.

Vehicle: Multilinear optimization

Goal: Make intractable problems tractable through
approximation.


